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This talk is devoted to the 
functional analytic approach to the 
problem of construction of Markov 








R. Brown observed that pollen grains 
suspended in water move chaotically, 
continually changing their direction 
of motion.
Brief History (2)
The physical explanation of this 
phenomenon is that a single grain 
suffers innumerable collisions with the 
randomly moving molecules of the 
surrounding water (due to A. Einstein).
A pollen grain suspended in water
Brief History (3)
In 1905:
A mathematical theory for Brownian 




Nobel Laureate in Physics

Einstein’s Work (1)
( , , )  
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that a one-dimensional Brownian particle

























    
A. Einstein derived the following formula 
from  considerations :





the interaction of the particle with surrounding molecules, 




Nobel Laureate in Physics

Perrin’s Work
Einstein's theory was experimentally tested by 
J. Perrin between 1906 and 1909.










Brownian motion was put on a firm 



























The is that 
the prediction of subsequent motion of aparticle, 
knowing its position at time depends 
neither on the value of nor on what has 







A Markovian particle starts afresh.
One-dimensional case
• 1931: A.N. Kolmogorov (analytic approach)
• 1952: W. Feller (semigroup approach)
• 1965: E.B. Dynkin (probabilistic approach) 
• 1965: K. Ito and H.P. McKean, Jr. 
(probabilistic approach)          
References
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• Ikeda and Watanabe:
Stochastic differential equations and 
diffusion processes. Second edition,
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Laplace Hille - Yosida 






















(1) Existence theorems for Markov 
processes (Probability)
(2) Generation theorems for Probabilistic 
semigroups (Functional Analysis)
(3) Existence and uniqueness theorems for 
Waldenfels operators with Wentzell 
boundary conditions (Partial Differential 
Equations)
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Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation
(Markov Property)
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
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A transition from to  in time 
is composed of  a transition from to
some in time followed by a transition
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Green Operator and Semigroup
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Characterization of Generator 
(Mezzo-Scope)
 (1) ( ) : 0 on .
(2) , ( ).
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(1) Existence and uniqueness theorems for 
integro-differential operators with general 
boundary conditions (Ordinary Differential 
Equations)
(2) Generation theorems for Feller 
semigroups (Functional Analysis)
(3) Existence theorems for Markov 
processes (Probability)
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u x t T f x P f x x t
u d u x t
t dx
u f
         










    
 
trace on of trajectories of  two - dimensional 
reflecting Brownian mot
Cauchy process can be thought as 
the R
in the half - plane,
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that a Markovian particle
starting at position will be found 
at 
probability density function
position  at time
Transition Density Function
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Fourier transform of Transition Function
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Characterization of the Generator




on of  two - dimensional, reflecting 
Brownian motion in the
Cauchy
 half -









non- locaIntegral ( ) Ope orl ratA :
Probabilistic Meaning of the Generator
Fourier Transform Version (1)
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Fourier Transform Version (2)
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Fourier Transform Version (3)
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 Pseudo - Differential Operator with symbo l A :
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Characterization of the Generator (4)
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Continuity of the Generator

Heat Equation for the Stable Process
  / 2
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Stable Process (Transition Probability)
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    
p rob ab ilistic con volu tion sem igr
given b y  th e d en sity  fu n ction
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Fourier Transform Version (2)
  
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Fourier Transform Version (3)
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D istrib u tion kern el
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Probabilistic Meaning of the Semigroup 
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Characterization of the Generator (4)
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Continuity of the Generator
Heat Kernel for the Fractional Laplacian
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the space of real - valued, continuous functions
             on the closure 
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A family of  bounded linear operators
is called a  if  it satisfies
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 the  that
a Markovian particle starting at position
will be found in the
transition probab
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Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation
(Markov Property)
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A transition from to  in time 
is composed of  a transition from to
some in time followed by a transition
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Reflecting Diffusion Process
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Transition Probabilities
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Markov Process on the Boundary (1)
D
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Markov Process on the Boundary (2)
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non- locaIntegral ( ) Ope orl ratA :
Intuitive Meaning of the Generator







• 1959: A.D. Wentzell (Ventcel’)
• 1964: W.v. Waldenfels
• 1965: K. Sato and T. Ueno (semigroup 
approach, abstract setting)
• 1968: J.M. Bony, P. Courrege and P. 




• 1982: K. Taira (semigroup approach, 
degenerate case, pseudo-differential 
operators)
• 1986: C. Cancelier (semigroup 
approach, degenerate case, elliptic 
regularizations)
• 1988: S. Takanobu and S. Watanabe 
(stochastic approach, degenerate case)   
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(1) Existence and uniqueness theorems for 
Waldenfels operators with Wentzell 
boundary conditions (Partial Differential 
Equations)
(2) Generation theorems for Feller 
semigroups (Functional Analysis)
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A family of  bounded linear operators
is called a  if  it satisfies
the following three conditions :
Feller semigroup

Wentzell’s Work (in 1959)
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Lévy Operators of First-Order
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Probabilistically, this means that 












Main Theorem (General Case)
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Erik Ivar Fredholm (1866-1927)
Swedish Mathematician

Reduction to the Boundary
Probability Theory Partial Differential 
Equations
Markov processes on 
the boundary
Fredholm integral 
equations on the boundary
Markov processes on 
the domain

















Markov Process on the Boundary
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Sketch of Proof (4)
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